Making Nonfiction And Other Informational Texts Come
Alive A Practical Approach To Reading Writing And Using
Nonfiction And Other Informational Texts Across The
Curriculum
making connections strategy - robeson.k12 - making connections this document is the first in a series of
support materials. it contains a synthesis of material from a variety of on-line and printed sources. it has been
designed to support the northern adelaide region comprehension focus 2010-2012 debbie draper , decs
curriculum consultant, northern adelaide text structure practice - crystal lake elementary district 47 text structure practice directions: label the main text structure of each of the following paragraphs. underline
signal words and clues that helped to determine the structure. from: making nonfiction texts come alive by
kathy pike and jean mumper (pearson, 2004) isbn 0-205-36609-0 4. in identify the text structure of the
following passages ... - from: making nonfiction texts come alive by kathy pike and jean mumper (pearson,
2004) isbn 0-205-36609-0 4. in most parts of the world there are not as many crocodiles as there used to be.
this is a problem because crocodiles are becoming endangered and also crocodile are necessary 27 before,
during, and after reading activities with ... - 2. making predictions chart - making predictions about
nonfiction text. 5 3. making text connections - making text-to-self, text, and world connections. 7 4. events
chain - what happens in order in a nonfiction passage. 9 5. timeline - putting things that happen in a nonfiction
passage in order. 11 6. making nonfiction and other informational texts come alive - nonfiction, making
nonfiction and other informational texts come alive is packed with ideas and activities for your classroom.
kathy pike and jean mumper offer everything a teacher needs to know in order to use nonfiction texts in the
classroom, from using them in literature circles, and as models for writing or for research purposes. a guide
to teaching nonfiction writing - reading rockets - many thanks for your commitment to making nonfiction
a joyous occasion for all your students. arlene lackowitz, your photographs are appreciated! 1 rationale for
teaching nonfiction writing 6 building a culture of inquiry and research ... a guide to teaching nonfiction writing
... making predictions worksheet 2 - ereading worksheets - making predictions worksheet 2 directions:
read the following passages. determine what event is likely to occur next. explain your answer using textual
evidence. as frank marched through the desert, the high winds blew sand at speeds that stung his exposed
skin. nonfiction passages with short tests to get kids ready for ... - nonfiction passages with short tests
to get kids ready for standardized reading tests n -sweat ... we hope you and your students enjoy reading the
nonfiction passages and get the ... d. the making and naming of crayons. 2. in the third paragraph, what does
the grade 6 mini-assessment “the making of a scientist” by ... - “the making of a scientist” by richard
feynman (literary nonfiction) this grade 6 mini -assessment is based on an essay titled “the making of a
scientist” by richard feynman, a famous american physicist . this text is considered to be a text worthy of
students’ time to read and also meets the expectations for text complexity at grade 6. making predictions
pack - this reading mama - making predictions pack when readers make predictions, they combine the
clues the author has given them in the text with their background knowledge. included in the pack: • drawing
and explaining predictions, pg. 2 {for kids who are not ready to write, yet} • drawing and writing about
predictions, pg. 3 {for beginning writers} 40 graphic qrganizers vf - keansburg school district - 7 making
independent reading work in your classroom ihave found it helpful to develop a classroom that is based on the
independent reading life. here are some things that i do in my classroom to facilitate inde-pendent reading:
lesson skill: making inferences - vdoe - lesson, they will practice making inferences. 2. show students the
first art work, and ask them what they see. students may jump ahead to making inferences (e.g., “he looks
frightened.”), and if they do, simply probe for the detail that sparked the comment by asking questions such
as, “what do you see that makes you say that?” 3. annotating the text - student notes - scholastic nonfiction annotations taking notes while you are reading annotations are written notes that show you are
thinking about and engaging with the text. insightful annotations 1. summarize a section or paragraph and
highlight supporting details. 2. make an inference and highlight the supporting details. 3. explain how the title
connects to the text. 4. 24 nonfiction passages for test practice - traditional forms of nonfiction, such as
textbooks and news articles, but they must also comprehend newer forms of nonfiction, such as
advertisements on web sites and e-mail on the internet.
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